
For a burger joint that targets a young, cosmopolitan crowd, the Yod team sought 
a design that would exude a modern, industrial vibe. The restaurant has minimal 
decoration, presenting bare walls, natural materials and metal furniture. This is the 
first branch opened in the Ukraine by this food chain, and the interior mirrors the 
simplicity of the ingredients and the concept of the burger served up on the menu.
 The venue can be characterised as ascetic and brutal with industrial elements. 
The small area is able to seat 25 guests thanks to a curated approach to zoning. 
Using long, communal tables and smaller dining areas against the side wall, the 
design team created an ingenious seating solution, as seen in the tan leather-topped 
extended stools.
 Concrete walls and dark metal furnishings add to the industrial air that is 
instilled, which is given a contemporary twist thanks to the the illuminated lettering 
on the walls and the overhead installation. This is made from veneer panels hanging 
from the ceiling, with the curved nature of these pieces and the fact they are 
suspended at different heights, giving a sense of dynamism. The dappled lighting 
shining through the installation creates an eye-catching effect above the heads of 
the diners.

WHERE
Poltava, Ukraine

OPENING
2016

CLIENT
Shade Burger

DESIGNER
Yod Design Studio (p.000)

FLOOR AREA
50 m2

CAPACITY
25 seats 

TYPE OF KITCHEN
Fast food, speciality burgeres

Shade Burger
Yod Design Studio
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ABOVE This is the first location of Shade 
Burger to be found in the Ukraine.

OPPOSITE The ceiling installation is made 
of natural wood veneer, which the Yod 
team explain symbolises minced meat.
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A burger bar exuding a 
modern, industrial vibe 
with minimal decorations

ABOVE Broad and playful texts line the bare 
concrete wall of the burger bar, with simple yet 
effective illumination.

RIGHT The minimal design extends towards the 
bathrooms where bare concrete and fluorescent 
lighting strips were used.

OPPOSITE Circular metallic fittings, seen in the 
bespoke industrial-style furniture, were applied to 
the walls in a dot-to-dot ingredients list.
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Taking cues from gastronomic counterparts in 
both Asia and the States, Kiev’s Bao is a Chinese 
restaurant that, for Yod Design Studio, embodies 
‘the idea of cosmopolitanism and cultural migration 
between the East and the West’. Occupying the 
lower level of a building close to the city centre, 
the interior presents an intriguing combination of 
contemporary and traditional Chinese iconography. 
 An elaborately carved wooden portal heralds 
the visitor’s entrance, accompanied by an ambient 
soundtrack of whispered Mandarin words for 
‘happiness’, ‘wealth’ and ‘prosperity’. Collectively, 
these elements purge the negative energy of those 
who pass through. The main dining area features 
a vibrant ceiling installation consisting of 1000 
circular ceramic tiles, individually symbolising koi 
fish and holistically the scales of a dragon. This 
composite creature looms over a single, long table 
punctuated with brass mascots that bear emblems 
of Eastern philosophy. This table can accommodate 
up to 50 guests and is claimed to be the longest 
community table in Eastern Europe.
 On the second floor are cosy dining areas, with 
brass tables in one room protruding into the air 
space of the lower level, embodying the concept of 
Yin and Yang. The venue's floor plan is organised 
around the kitchen, with its entirely glazed walls 
turning production into the main spectacle.

WHERE
Kiev, Ukraine

OPENING
2016

CLIENT
Bao

DESIGNER
Yod Design Studio (p.000)

FLOOR AREA
600 m2

CAPACITY
221 seats 

TYPE OF KITCHEN
Modern Chinese cuisine

Bao
Yod Design 
Studio
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The use of red spotlights 
invokes the prevalence of this 
colour in Chinese imagery.
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A contemporary take on 
Eastern symbolism is assigned 
in the main dining area
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The concept combines contemporary 
and traditional Chinese iconography

Exposed brick walls 
throughout the interior 
are among the strongest 
signifiers of the design’s 
cosmopolitan aspect.

LEFT A smaller room above the main 
dining area has a brass table that 
protrudes through the glass wall and 
hovers above diners below.

BELOW The suspended blue tiles at 
the end of the dining room represent 
historic Chinese warrior armour.
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